Neuro-dermitis - regulate the immune system
Neuro-dermitis is not only a skin disease. Redness and itching are much more an
expression of a complex process, in the centre of which we find the immune system.
With people suffering from neuro-dermitis, quite a lot of things have obviously gone out of
balance. This begins with the unbalance of the T-helper cells, passes via the lack or excess
of production of cell messenger matter right down to the spill of allergically induced
immunoglobulines with the matching effects on the skin. It is logical that all of this can
only get better if you intervene here - in the immune system. This is done quite simply
with Neythymun® oral, which contains thymus components to regulate the immune system.
Examinations have shown that Neythymun® amongst other things raises the Interferon titre
and thus lowers increased IgE levels by up to 50 %.
Neythymun® oral can be dosed individually to requirements. This is quite practical as babies
and small children can already be neuro-dermitis patients

before the treatment with Neythymun®

after the treatment with Neythymun®

Dosage scheme
Neythymun® oral for neuro-dermitis
Children up to the age of 1 3 drops twice a day
Children up to the age of 7 7 drops twice a day
older children 10 - 15 drops twice a day
Very important: always sub-lingually!
For itching, the cosmetic Neyskin® GAMMA PLUS provides soothing.
Would you like more information about studies etc.?
Order our brochure "Neuro-dermitis - effective help with Neythymun® oral".
Would you like to order it?
Please click here
Modified own-blood treatment is purposeful help in allergies
For allergies and diseases (also) induced by allergies such as hay fever, neuro-dermitis,
asthma, bronchial and food incompatibility, there is a remedy. With the counter-sensitisation
according to Theurer (Allergostop® I) the specific antibodies making each allergy-suffere
r sick can be detected and neutralised purposefully. The important thing is to take the blood
during an acute allergy attack, in order to detect as many allergy-induced antibodies as
possible. With a special method, they are then altered in such a way that they are recognised
by the body's own immune system after the re-injection as being foreign. This is specifically
aimed at the pathological antibodies, deactivates them and ensures that no new ones are

formed - an allergic reaction is prevented. The section on Services/Laboratories will tell
you more about this.
Auto-aggressive diseases on the advance
The counter-sensitisation (Allergostop® I) is a decisively important factor of a basic therapy
for inflammatory, chronic and rheumatic diseases. In these and also many other diseases
nowadays, an auto-immune component is recognised. Through the auto-immune process,
the damage to the tissue continues even if the triggering agent is no longer effective.
Antibodies and the complementary system are involved in the immunological destruction
process. Here, there is additional intervention by the hydrolysate (Allergostop® II).
The antibodies are isolated from the patient's serum and enzymatically split into the Fab
and Fc fragments. In an intact antibody, the Fc part activates the immunological complementary
system. By separating the Fc fragments, the activation of the complementary system is
prevented. The Fab fragments occupy the antigen-forming parts after injection and block the
pathogenic immune process by competitive inhibition. The complexes resulting are metabolised
without further damage to the tissue. Both forms of treatment (Allergostop® I und II) can be
done independent of one another, although both methods are recommended as a matter of
principle for auto-immune diseases.
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